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I PACE
do you take a worker slcottage and morph it into a home for extended

family to stay? We you hoW lwoRDs & sryLrNG JuLtA GREEr{ pHoroGRApHy ARMELLE HABTB
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Who lives here: A retired couple, who asked architects Kate

Fitzpatrick and Ben Stibbard of Auhausto turn their smallrun-down
shack into a house big enough for when theirfamily decides to stay.

Styleof home: Theformer workerb cottage had been transported
from the Snou/y River region to Victoria's Barwon Heads in the 195Os.

It's now a four-bedroom home in what's still a relatively small space.
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As wellas sourcing the many

pre-loved pieces, Ben and Kate

chose fine-lined furniture to avoid

visualbulk in a limited space.

The plush Nook' sofa and armchair

f rom Jardan anchor the living zone

while appearing tofloat ofi thefloor
Tip: "Forasmall home, it's

important to mark out the size

of furniture on a floorplan first to
make sure you don'tend upwith
liems that are too big," says Kate. -)
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Ben and Kate wanted to create

bedrooms the owners' grandkids

would lo!e which would also

complement the rest of the house.

With thls n mind, they turned to
p ayfur combrnatjons of patterns

in decorat ve items that stand

out rn *lrei are otherwise very

simpry dressed rooms.

Tip: Mix scales and sizes of similar

patte.ns, such as spots and polka

dots, to add a fun element.
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D Clgan and Sirnplg rhe btack, white and timber

theme continues in the bathroom tiling and cabinetry, creating a

clean and cohesive aesthetlc. The stringybark benchtop, textured

splas hback tiling and fine ceramic light are tactile and warm, while

the cupboards provide plenty of storage and minimise clutter.

Tip:"Framing thecabinets wlth wood glves them a lloating effect

sothevanlty unit doesn't feel too big in the space,"says Kate. t
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Floor-to-ceiling windows in the guest

living space capture the beauty

of the outdoors and ensure this

north-facing zone has sunlight all

year round Double-glazing provides

insulation and the whitewalls bounce

the light around the room.

Tip: Mid-century modern pieces are

ideal in settings where you want

Bto maintaln a sense of lightness

because of their unfussy designs. +
For more info on Kate and Ben's

wor k, v I s it a u ha u s-a rch com.
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